The goal of this paper is to explore the issue of promoting unhealthy food and its potential impact on antisocial behavior in contemporary society using methods of structural and functional analysis, quantitative and qualitative analysis, comparative analysis, descriptive methods, and survey methods. Unhealthy food with high-calorie, harmful nutritional ingredients, can cause a myriad of health issues, such as obesity, cardiovascular conditions, and diabetes, but in some instances, it can affect the behavior of individuals. The paper investigates how such promotion can affect individuals’ eating patterns and health, with a particular focus on the development of antisocial behaviors. It also considers risk factors, including socioeconomic aspects and the influence of the media, that support the promotion of unhealthy food. This paper also discusses potential strategies to reduce the promotion of unhealthy food and promote healthier choices to mitigate the negative effects on antisocial behavior and enhance societal well-being.
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Introduction

Contemporary society is confronted with numerous challenges related to health and consumer behavior, with one of the prevailing and significant issues being the marketing of unhealthy food (Afshin et al., 2019). The widespread availability of fast
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food, sugary beverages, high-fat and high-sugar snacks, and various other calorie-dense, low-nutrient foods raises substantial concerns regarding their potential impact on individuals’ health. Of particular concern is the aggressive promotion of such foods, targeting diverse demographic groups, including children and adolescents.

A study featured in the Lancet scientific journal asserts that dietary habits are a primary factor in one out of every five recorded deaths (Afshin et al., 2019). Developed nations are inundated with food items rich in calories, sugar, fat, and sodium while lacking in essential nutrients and dietary fiber. These foods often contain a range of emulsifiers, flavor enhancers, and synthetic additives. The introduction of the NOV A food classification system (Monteiro et al., 2017) has facilitated the identification of food items that meet the specific criteria for ultra-processed foods (Vignola et al., 2021). Substantiated research studies (Global Panel on Agriculture and Food Systems for Nutrition, 2016) have indicated that the eating of ultra-processed foods is associated with a higher prevalence of diseases, disorders, and an elevated risk of mortality. Such risks include the development of cardiovascular diseases (Bonaccio et al., 2022), neurological conditions (Esposito et al., 2023), obesity, diabetes, and respiratory ailments (Li et al., 2023), all linked to the consumption of ultra-processed foods. Additionally, there is substantial evidence suggesting that ultra-processed foods can lead to addictive behaviors (LaFata & Gearhardt, 2022). The consumption of such foods has been found to increase the risk of mental disorders, including symptoms of depression (Lee & Choi, 2023) and anxiety (Werneck et al., 2020), as well as negatively affecting psychosocial functioning in adolescents (Reales-Moreno et al., 2022), often leading to antisocial behaviors.

Consequently, the impact of this unhealthy food on antisocial behavior is gaining acknowledgment among criminologists. It is increasingly being incorporated into discussions concerning risk factors, encompassing family, school, and environmental influences, biological factors including genetics and psychophysiological elements, environmental risk factors, neuropsychological components, and the learning and situational factors typically considered. In light of these findings, there is a growing call for strict regulation and control of the promotion of such unhealthy food. This is essential since numerous research studies emphasize that the advertising of these food products and beverages through media channels popular among children significantly shapes their choices and consumption habits, ultimately resulting in a variety of adverse outcomes related to dietary health (Šapić et al., 2018).

**Methodology**

This paper used various methods, including structural and functional analysis to assess the impact of specific foods on human health. Descriptive methods clarified effects, and a street-intercept survey collected data on adolescents’ dietary choices. Quantitative and qualitative analyses identified modifiable risk factors for strategic integration into prevention and intervention strategies, enhancing societal responses.
A critical review of unhealthy food and its impact on mental and physical health

The scope of unhealthy or harmful food can be divided into two categories. In the first group are foods that are unhealthy due to chemical or bacteriological contamination, while the second group consists of food products that meet the primary criteria of safety but contain unauthorized or excessive amounts of harmful substances. According to some recommendations (Karpov, 2020), the list of harmful products includes foods with the following characteristics: Evident signs of poor quality; discrepancy between the actual properties and desired characteristics of the product; products with unknown or expired expiration dates; products not compliant with the prescribed quality requirements; products with incomplete documentation from suppliers or manufacturers that confirm the origin of food products, their quality, safety, and other necessary certificates issued in accordance with established rules.

Unhealthy eating is a global health issue that significantly contributes to the rise of chronic diseases such as obesity, diabetes, and cardiovascular conditions. Investigations exploring the link between unhealthy dietary patterns, characterized by high sugar and fat content, along with processed foods, have shed light on the association between such diets and elevated susceptibility to mental disorders, notably depression and anxiety. The impact of unhealthy eating on children’s health and cognitive development is a concerning aspect, given the increased availability of fast food and sweets in modern society. Research findings establish connections between inadequate nutritional intake within one’s diet and the initiation of chronic ailments like obesity, type 2 diabetes, and cardiovascular disorders. These medical conditions place significant strains on healthcare systems across the globe. With urbanization and lifestyle changes, people are increasingly turning to fast food, leading to unbalanced diets and a lack of essential nutrients. Unhealthy food is often more affordable than healthy options, which can lead individuals with lower incomes to prefer cheaper but less nutritionally valuable choices. This can contribute to health inequalities. Research shows a connection between unhealthy eating and mental issues such as depression and anxiety.

Aggressive advertising and marketing of unhealthy food often result in increased consumption of such products. This food industry strategy has a global reach and can influence people’s diets worldwide. The lack of education on the nutritional value of food and its impact on health contributes to the global problem of unhealthy eating. Increasing perception of the significance of healthy eating can perform a fundamental role in attending to this issue. Here is an overview of the most common and dangerous products falling into the category of unhealthy food can encompass various food categories that may have a negative impact on health:

- **Fast Food**: Fast food restaurants offer high-calorie meals that are often rich in saturated fats, trans fats, salt, and sugars. Typical items include burgers with fries, pizzas, and fried chicken products.

- **Soft Drinks**: These beverages often contain large amounts of added sugars, and other additives. Regular consumption of soft drinks is linked with a greater risk of obesity, diabetes, and heart diseases.
- Sweets and Snacks: These products often have high levels of additives, sugar, salt, and saturated fats. Chips, chocolates, candies, and similar items can contribute to excess calories and poor health.

- Processed Meat: Sausages, ham, hot dogs, and other processed meat products often contain significant amounts of salt and additives linked to an increased risk of cardiovascular diseases.

- Instant Noodles and Ready Meals: These products often have high levels of sodium, saturated fats, and additives. The quick and easy preparation of these meals may attract consumers but often comes at the expense of nutritional value.

- Pastries and Cakes: Cakes, cookies, pies, and similar products often have high levels of sugar, fats, and refined carbohydrates, contributing to obesity and diabetes.

- Instant Soups: Ready-made soups and noodles that come in pouches or cups often contain high levels of sodium, and sometimes trans fats.

- Frozen Ready Meals: Many frozen ready meals are rich in salt, fats, and additives to extend shelf life and improve taste.

- Ice Cream: Besides containing significant sugar content, ice cream can also be high in saturated fats, contributing to an increased overall calorie intake.

- Fried Foods: Crispy foods fried in deep oil frequently contain saturated fats and trans fats, which are tied to an increased susceptibility to cardiovascular ailments.

When considering these food items in comparison to the typical daily diets of many, it becomes evident that unhealthy food is an inseparable aspect of modern life for a significant portion of the population.

**The correlation between unhealthy dietary patterns and antisocial behavior**

The relationship between the consumption of nutritious food, human physical well-being, and increased longevity remains stable, just as the link between unhealthy dietary habits and the onset of various diseases persists. However, the fast-paced nature of modern life has seemingly led to the underestimation of the importance of making wise and high-quality meal choices, which can significantly impact mental health and brain function. This impact encompasses psychological and behavioral responses that manifest through cognitive processes, emotions, and behaviors, ultimately influencing tendencies toward aggressive and criminal inclinations. Recognizing this connection should serve as an impetus for society to surmount the challenges and diminish the promotion of unhealthy food, with the aim of preventing detrimental outcomes like antisocial behavior, characterized by transgressions of societal norms, self and other neglect, explicit or concealed hostility, and purposeful aggression directed towards others.
If the adage “we are what we eat” holds true, it raises critical questions about the transformations we undergo. The well-established connection between our dietary choices and the escalating problem of obesity is widely acknowledged. Importantly, we must acknowledge that our dietary intake not only influences body weight but also plays a significant role in shaping brain composition (Crawford & Casperd, 1976). Food functions as the primary energy source for brain functions (Leonard & Robertson, 1997) and provides essential components for neurotransmitters (Gómez-Pinilla, 2008) governing interneuronal communication, essentially shaping the brain’s operational environment. Despite the brain constituting only 2% of body mass, it consumes around 20% of available energy (Leonard & Robertson, 1997). Paradoxically, modern dietary patterns have undergone substantial changes in a relatively brief period without a thorough examination of potential impacts on brain function or behavior (Gesch, 2005). What is often overlooked is that established dietary adequacy standards were not originally developed with brain function or behavioral outcomes in mind (op. cit., 2005). Given the presented information, it appears that as a society, we have once again demonstrated the destructive aspect of human nature by neglecting the potential physiological impacts on people’s mental health.

The notion that our dietary choices affect our mental state has a historical precedent dating back to antiquity. An 1899 article in the Journal of the American Medical Association posited that “proper nutrition is our most powerful agent” in addressing conditions like melancholy (Eyman, 1899). In 1954, Dr. George Watson and Andrew L. Comrey conducted a controlled study, published in the Journal of Psychology, suggesting that a vitamin-mineral concoction might ameliorate symptoms in individuals with diverse mental disorders (Watson & Comrey, 1954). Despite the limited scientific attention it initially received, this study gained recognition through the media (Powers, 1954). Notably, the renowned actress and fashion designer Gloria Swanson became an ardent proponent of nutritional interventions as preventive measures against juvenile delinquency, referencing the work of these two authors and contending that improper nutrition was the root cause of such behavior (Reynolds, 1958). In 1972, Dr. Watson authored “Nutrition and Your Mind,” a book that drew substantial scientific and professional attention (Watson, 1972). Within this context, Dr. Schoenthaler’s work emerges as a prominent contributor. His noteworthy 1980 study, conducted within a juvenile detention facility under the jurisdiction of the Virginia Department of Corrections, involved covertly introducing dietary modifications focused on reducing added sugars, resulting in a remarkable 45% reduction in documented disciplinary actions among juveniles who experienced the altered diet for three months (Schoenthaler, 1982). This study was of modest scale, involving a total of 58 juveniles, of which 24 were exposed to the dietary transition, yet it yielded encouraging results and prompted subsequent research conducted in various correctional facilities (Logan & Schoenthaler, 2023). By 1985, Schoenthaler and his collaborators expanded their research to 12 correctional institutions and observed a 47% decrease in documented infractions and other indicators of antisocial behavior as a consequence of dietary
adjustments aimed at reducing sugar and fat content (Schoenthaler, 1984; Schoenthaler & Bier, 1985). Considering the high prevalence of ultra-processed food consumption in Western industrialized societies, where individuals are frequently consuming diets predominantly comprised of 80% ultra-processed foods, researchers have embarked on explorations into the physiological, metabolic, and craving-related effects of these dietary choices. Dr. Chris van Tulleken’s book “Ultra-Processed People” and a study conducted under the supervision of Dr. Tim Spector at King’s College London, involving participants placed on an ultra-processed diet for two weeks, highlight the cognitive repercussions associated with the habitual intake of such foods (Logan & Schoenthaler, 2023; Van Tulleken, 2023; Kingston, 2023; Luković et al., 2023). In alignment with the aforementioned, the testimony of Dr. Martin Blinder, a distinguished professor of forensic psychiatry, who served as the defense psychiatrist in the trial of Dan White, stands as a compelling reference. Dr. Blinder, in response to inquiries, underscored the substantial body of evidence indicating that the excessive consumption of what is often characterized as unhealthy food, replete with high sugar and preservatives, has the potential to induce antisocial and even violent behavior. He cited studies in which individuals predisposed to react to these deleterious stimuli exhibit a profound transformation and engage in conduct they would not typically display (Linder, n.d).

Within this framework, a multitude of indicators reaffirm the correlation between the consumption of unhealthy dietary items and their influence on psychological responses, which can lead to shifts in mood and contribute to violent actions and antisocial conduct. The hypothesis posits a connection between food types, nutritional impact, and psychological-behavioral responses with potential implications for reducing crime rates. Nutritional impact assumes a pivotal role in brain function and neurotransmitter production, thereby exerting influence over behavior and mood. A well-rounded diet that incorporates micronutrient-rich foods, such as fish, has been associated with decreased instances of aggressive behavior. Conversely, diets high in fats and sugars can perturb brain neural pathways, giving rise to potential withdrawal symptoms and behavioral alterations. Food insecurity, especially during childhood, amplifies the risk of falling into poverty and unemployment, thereby elevating the propensity for criminal activity. Furthermore, a study examining the interplay between work conditions and food choice strategies among employed parents, notably working mothers, revealed that workplace conditions significantly influence the selection between nutritious meals and fast food options, with potential ramifications for the mental well-being of the entire family. It’s worth noting that meal preparation times have dwindled, leading to increased consumption of meals outside the home, particularly fast food and take-out options (Blisard et al., 2020; Heidari et al., 2023). The presented information implies that recent studies pertaining to both healthy and unhealthy dietary patterns should not be considered in isolation from the domain of mental health. The substitution of ultra-processed foods characterized by elevated sugar and fat content, inclusive of additives – substances incorporated into food to modify its sensory properties – with wholesome dietary paradigms, bears the potential to exert influence over neuropsychiatric outcomes, resulting in the amelioration of depressive and anxious symptomatology.
and an enhancement in overall quality of life. The implementation of such interventions on a global scale holds the promise of significant contributions to public health and the potential to yield substantial cost savings within the healthcare sector. Nevertheless, the resistance and neglect of scientific advancements within this sphere, particularly those exploring the nexus between dietary patterns, antisocial conduct, and the mechanisms of the criminal justice system, are likely underpinned by economic interests advocating for the flourishing multinational conglomerates operating in the realm of sugar and ultra-processed food and beverage industries.

**Destructive role of mass media in promoting unhealthy food**

The analysis of media content reveals a substantial prevalence of advertisements for unhealthy food in mass media, with companies producing such food often sponsoring popular media events. Mass media exert their influence generally through their programming content and advertising content (see more: Bjelajac & Filipović, 2020). Mass media performs a crucial role in promoting unhealthy food through aggressive marketing strategies, leading to increased consumption of such food. Media advertisements for unhealthy food often employ manipulative techniques to capture the target audience’s attention, potentially resulting in uncontrolled calorie intake and poor dietary habits. Mass media creates a false perception of unhealthy food, portraying it as attractive, delicious, and desirable. Children are particularly vulnerable to media influence regarding unhealthy food, as they are frequently the target of aggressive marketing campaigns. Media platforms often neglect their responsibility to consumers when it comes to promoting unhealthy food, creating an atmosphere in which fast and unhealthy meals are accepted and normalized. Mass media frequently collaborate with the food industry, perpetuating unhealthy food products through various media formats, including films, television, and social networks. Unethical marketing practices in promoting unhealthy food through mass media can lead to serious health consequences for consumers, including an increased risk of heart disease, diabetes, and other chronic illnesses. Educational campaigns and media literacy must become essential elements in the fight against the destructive role of mass media in promoting unhealthy food. Regulatory measures and control of marketing activities related to unhealthy food on media platforms are necessary to reduce the negative impact of mass media on dietary habits and public health.

Aggressive marketing campaigns and advertisements often portray unhealthy meals in a way that makes them appealing and desirable. Regular depictions of fast food, sweets, and sugary drinks create a subconscious impression that these products are an integral part of everyday life. Media content often reflects societal trends. If unhealthy food is frequently featured in movies, television shows, or on social media, it easily becomes part of the cultural norm. Media companies often collaborate with food brands, promoting their unhealthy food products through sponsorships, competitions, or other events. Children are especially susceptible to media influence. If characters that children admire are shown consuming unhealthy food, children may perceive...
these products as desirable and tasty. The lack of education on healthy eating in media content can result in insufficient consumer recognition of the benefits of healthy food and the dangers of consuming unhealthy meals. Media sometimes creates a false perception that healthy food is less tasty or less appealing. This can encourage people to turn to unhealthy options under the belief that they are more delicious or satisfying. Normalizing unhealthy meals through media often has serious consequences for public health, fueling the obesity epidemic and related diseases. Education, regulatory measures, and media literacy are key factors in combating this negative influence.

Manipulating consumer emotions is a successful strategy in media promotion of unhealthy food. This approach to marketing campaigns is often used to construct an emotional connection between consumers and products. Advertisements for unhealthy food often focus on creating feelings of joy, enjoyment, and satisfaction. Depictions of happy people enjoying food generate positive emotions, connecting those emotions with the product. Colors, music, and slogans are carefully used to evoke specific emotional reactions. Warm colors and cheerful music can stimulate feelings of comfort. Campaigns often attempt to establish a false connection between the product and the consumer’s identity. Advertisements suggest that consuming a specific food will make a person modern, successful, or desirable in society. Using positive and likable characters in ads can establish an emotional link between consumers and the product. Characters who appear happy and content while consuming the product can encourage others to seek the same experience. Emotional storytelling is often used in marketing campaigns to elicit emotional reactions. Emotional stories can create a deeper connection between consumers and the product. Visual elements such as juicy and enticing food displays can trigger strong emotional reactions. The portrayal of people who are happy and successful after consuming the product creates the illusion that this food is associated with personal success and happiness. Manipulating emotions in media promotion of unhealthy food often leads consumers to make decisions based on emotional impulses rather than rational considerations. Education about these marketing tactics can be crucial in developing consumer media literacy.

In an effort to familiarize consumers with unhealthy food, media often promote so-called “social pressure” and peer influence. Peers often serve as behavior models, and if they frequently consume unhealthy food, it can encourage others to follow the same pattern. If it is common among peers to consume fast food or high-sugar snacks, individuals may feel pressured to conform to those norms to feel accepted. If someone speaks positively about a particular unhealthy meal or snack, it can influence others’ decisions to try it. Eating often serves as a social event. Consuming unhealthy food during shared meals can strengthen social bonds among peers. Peers often enjoy eating together at fast-food restaurants. Group dynamics can encourage individuals to adopt food choices that are common in their group. Fear of exclusion or stigmatization can motivate individuals to conform to the dietary norms of their group. If images and posts about unhealthy meals are frequent among peers, it can reinforce the desire of others to try the same. Education about healthy dietary options, the development of media
literacy, and the promotion of positive peer influences can be crucial in combating this social pressure to consume unhealthy food.

Given the serious public health consequences arising from the destructive impact of the media on dietary habits, there is a strong need for regulations and education regarding the role of media in promoting unhealthy food. Limiting false or deceptive marketing messages can help inform consumers. Regulations may include strict rules that ban marketing activities for unhealthy food targeted at children, as children are particularly susceptible to media influence. Establishing standards of transparency and ethical practices in media campaigns can reduce emotional manipulation and false product representation. Rules that restrict advertising of unhealthy food during children’s programs or on platforms popular among children can help reduce the influence of media on the dietary habits of the youngest consumers.

**Results and discussion**

During adolescence, nutritional vulnerability rises as a result of increased nutritional needs, but the quality of diets among this age group frequently declines markedly (Heslin & McNulty, 2023). A study within the “Teži ravnoteži (in English: Striving for Balance)” project, a national campaign initiated by the Serbian Chamber of Commerce in support of the National Program for Obesity Prevention started by the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Serbia, sheds light on the eating habits of Serbian citizens. The results of an online survey within this project in October 2023 provide intriguing insights. The primary conclusion of this study is that the majority of citizens, 68% of them, moderately pay attention to their diet, while 17% of the respondents are very mindful of their nutrition. Alarmingly, 15% of respondents do not pay attention to their diet at all (Teži ravnoteži, 2023). Furthermore, the study reveals that most citizens inform themselves about the nutritional values of products by reading nutritional labels on items, with 41% of respondents choosing this option, while 28% obtain information from the media (magazines, websites, and television) (op. cit., 2023). The research also indicates that 45% of citizens gather information about nutritional values through content on social media (op. cit., 2023), which highlights certain inconsistencies in the results. As the research questions asked were not provided in the report of the results, it can be concluded that respondents were separately asked about their use of social media. The research methodology, conducted online, imposes certain limitations on the sample and, consequently, the results. It somewhat guides the results towards those respondents who, broadly speaking, pay attention to their nutrition. Hence, the actual results are likely slightly less favorable than those presented. Nevertheless, the presented results are illustrative and provide insights into citizens’ perception of healthy nutrition and the impact of both traditional and new media on shaping their views and, consequently, dietary habits.

Below, we provide details of our research conducted for the “Origins of Criminal Behavior” monograph by Željko Bjelajac, which did not make it into the final manuscript due to the tragic events in May of this year (2023) that interrupted the school year, and
consequently, our research. We resumed the research at the beginning of the new school year and concluded it on November 1, 2023. The research aimed to investigate the number of students regularly consuming ultra-processed food and sugary, unhealthy beverages using random sampling, conducted on the streets near elementary and high schools in Belgrade and Novi Sad. The research was conducted from March 1, 2023, to May 1, 2023, and then resumed on September 1, and concluded on November 1, 2023. The target group of the research comprised students in higher grades of elementary and high schools in Belgrade and Novi Sad. Over the four months, a total of 1043 respondents were contacted, of which 310 declined to answer the questions, while 733 did, constituting our research sample. The research was conducted by the authors of this text along with collaborators. The sample selection was done through street-intercept random sampling near said elementary and high schools. Respondent selection was made on the day of the survey using random sampling. The research technique was a personal, face-to-face technique, and the research instrument was the questionnaire. Based on the methodology established during the research, the sample encompassed the following respondent categories: gender structure – 54% females and 46% males; age structure – 44% aged 11-15 and 56% aged 16-19. In terms of education/profession, the sample consisted of 9% - elementary school 5th graders, 9% - 6th graders, 13% - 7th graders, 13% - 8th graders, 12% - high school 1st graders, 15% - high school 2nd graders, 14% - high school 3rd graders, and 15% - high school 4th graders. The questionnaire consisted of two research questions: whether, during school breaks, they bring food from home or purchase food from nearby catering establishments, and how often, on a weekly basis, they consume energy drinks or carbonated beverages. For the first question, of the 733 respondents who answered the survey, 169 or 23% responded that they bring pre-prepared food to school from home, while 564 or 77% reported that they purchase meals during school hours from catering establishments near the school, meaning they are consuming fast food.

**Figure 1.** Type of meal students consume during school hours

[Image of pie chart showing meal consumption during school hours: 23% Prepared at home, 77% Purchased at fast food objects]

*Source: Authors’ research*
As for the second question regarding how often students consume energy drinks and carbonated beverages on a weekly basis, the results show some overlap, with the majority of respondents who consume energy drinks also consuming carbonated beverages. When we look at the students who drink energy drinks at least once a week, out of the 733 respondents, 359, or 49%, answered affirmatively. As for the number of respondents who reported consuming carbonated beverages at least once a week, 616 respondents answered affirmatively, which makes up 84% of the total number of respondents. Interestingly, the percentage of elementary and high school students who consume energy drinks at least once a week differs by one percentage point from a similar study we published in 2021. In that research, the percentage of students who consumed energy drinks at least once a week was 48% (Bjelajac, Filipović & Banović, 2021).

**Figure 2.** Percentage of respondents who drink energy drinks at least once a week

![Percentage of respondents who drink energy drinks at least once a week](image)

Source: Authors’ research

This information is indeed concerning. Even though the number of respondents who consume energy drinks has increased by one percentage point over the past two years, practically half of the elementary and high school students consume energy drinks at least once a week, which is one of the unhealthiest dietary choices due to enormous level of sugar.
The fact that 84% of the respondents consume carbonated drinks at least once a week is also alarming, as it implies the intake of an exceptionally high amount of sugar and other unhealthy ingredients, such as artificial colors, flavor enhancers, etc. It’s not surprising that the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Serbia has initiated the National Program for Obesity Prevention. It’s worth noting that such programs also serve to prevent the onset and development of diseases related to excessive consumption of unhealthy ingredients, food, and beverages, such as diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and others. We specifically chosen to research the dietary and nutritional habits of adolescents, as they remain globally overlooked in nutritional strategies and policies worldwide (see more: Hargreaves et al., 2022). Additionally, clearer guidelines and campaigns to address nutritional confusion and misinformation are needed, as well as limited approvals for unhealthy food outlets near schools to discourage obesogenic environments (Luković & Šilc, 2021; Božić & Milošević, 2021; Uhlmann et al., 2023). Implement stricter regulations on the marketing of unhealthy drinks and foods. Improve food labeling to ensure people of all ages can make well-informed decisions. Conducting similar research annually and tracking the results of government efforts would be interesting and useful to assess whether they yield the expected outcomes or if efforts to increase the share of healthy food in the overall diet need to be synergized with other stakeholders in the healthy eating chain.

Conclusions

The connection between unhealthy dietary choices and antisocial behavior lacks clarity in scientific understanding. Nevertheless, numerous studies underscore the link between eating habits and behavioral patterns, highlighting the prevalence of unhealthy diets in both daily life and media. Influential corporations, backed by substantial financial resources, shape consumer demand and awareness through their
impact on the media landscape, resulting in a cascade of effects on individuals and society. Resolving this intricate issue demands an interdisciplinary approach, with education playing a pivotal role. Society needs to be informed about the advantages of a healthy diet and the detrimental effects of unhealthy choices. Developing media literacy, particularly among young people, is crucial for comprehending and critically evaluating advertising. Integrating education on this matter into school curricula and public campaigns is crucial, emphasizing the importance of balanced diets and the repercussions of excessive consumption. Responsible media practices and educational initiatives featuring real-life health consequences contribute to fostering awareness in society. Ultimately, a comprehensive strategy involving both regulatory measures and educational efforts is essential to counteract the adverse influence of the media on eating behavior and promote well-informed decision-making.
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